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Prkic, Christina COE
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

U"

Prkic, Christina COE
Monday, November 03, 2003 11:19 AM
‘MYWOLFBO@aol.com’
Meyers, Robert COE
FW: Wolfe

Good Morning Bob:

I am forwarding you a response from our Staff General Counsel regarding your request for an opinion as to the
following question:
Whether you may serve on the MAC and continue your service on the Boundaries Commission?
Please be advised that this opinion is based on the licts you provided in your e-mail below. Should you have any
additional questions, do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Chsistina Prick
.3bff Attorney
Miami-Pade Cou4 Commbsion on

L’CNC5

and PubLic Trust

P: 305 350-0615

----Original MessageWalk&, MJyth WE
Fro.w
Seat
Friday, O 31, 2003 4:56 PM
To:
Pilcic, Oltistina WE
Subject
Wolfe

I did not get a chance to contact Bob Wolfe but I don’t think that he can serve on the Boundaries Committee and the
MAC simultaneously because of the conflicting responsibilities. Since the Boundaries Committee approves and makes
recommendations to the 8CC about boundaries and other issues facing MACS. I think it would be impossible for him to
exercise independent judgment if he also sat on a MAC. Moreover, even if he recused himself from issues involving his
MAC, issues regarding other MAC might have an impact on his MAC and it would create a frequently recurring conflict.
Therefore, I think he has to choose one or the other. Please contact him for me. Thanks.

-----Original Message----From: MYWOLFBO@aoI.com [mailto: MYWOLFBO@aoI.com]
Sent: Sunday, September 28, 2003 6:03 PM
To: Prkic, Christina COE
Subject: Request for opinion.
9/28/03
To Miami-Dade Ethics Commission

19 West Flagler Street, Suite 207
Miami, Ha. 33130
1

I am requesting an opinion regarding the incorporation process and the Miami-Dade Boundaries
Commission which I was appointed to on March 23, ‘03 by Commissioner Bruno A. Barreiro.
My neighborhood is now starting an informal discussion for incorporation. The neighborhood is
the California Club-Ives Estates area, bounded by 1-95, 215th street county line road, road 441
and the city of N.M. Beach. Our area is now a so called "enclave."
If this enclave decides to form a MAC and proceed with the incorporation process:
1. Can I serve on the MAC committee, or chair the MAC and still serve on the B.C.?
2. If I can serve, I obviously must recuse myself from any appearance before and vote on the
Boundaries Commission on this issue-is this correct?
3. After a proposed MAC process is completed and goes for a community vote, if I am still on the
B.C. if I was on the MAC or not, can I campaign for or against the incorporation?
Thanks in advance, for your response.
Robert M. Wolf
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